
CPRE President, renowned

author and Norfolk resident,

Bill Bryson joined over 130

guests at the Assembly

House in Norwich to

recognise the 18

restoration, landscape,

education and architectural

projects which were winners

of this year’s CPRE Norfolk

Awards.  Praising the

Awards, Bill Bryson said,

“They are one of the most

genuinely inspiring things

that I come across in my

role as CPRE President; they

are so positive.  We so often

tell people to stop doing

bad things, it is wonderful

to hear about the good

things that are happening

in Norfolk today.” 

He went on to pay tribute to

this year’s winning projects saying

“They are a wonderful demonstration of

the different ways that all types of

groups – churches, private individuals,

businesses and schools - can add real

value to this part of the countryside.”  

Among those receiving Awards this

year was The Boudicca Way Project, a

scheme initiated by local B&B owner

Steven Falvey to raise awareness of a

neglected long-distance footpath and

its surrounding countryside in South

Norfolk; Johnson Close, a creative

scheme providing attractive and

affordable houses on brownfield land in

Costessey; and The Restoration of the

River Glaven at Hunworth by the

landowner The Stody Estate, which has

significantly improved the quality and

biodiversity of this North

Norfolk river.

Chair of the CPRE Norfolk

Awards Judges, Martin

Walton, added his praise to

this year’s winners and those

of previous years, saying, “It

is heartening to see projects

of this quality still

happening in Norfolk, and

that people continue to have

the energy, enthusiasm and

commitment to do

something out of the

ordinary.  We hope they

encourage others to do the

same.  Over the years we

have given literally hundreds

of CPRE Norfolk Awards and

they have all enhanced

different aspects of our

county.  They are examples

of what can be achieved by

people who have gone the extra mile to

make something special and

collectively they represent some of the

finest landscape, education, restoration

and architectural projects that exist in

Norfolk today.”

For a full list of this year’s Award

Winners see page 10.

Bill Bryson praises CPRE Norfolk Awards
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Bill Bryson gives the closing address at this year’s CPRE Norfolk Awards
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Who we are

CPRE Norfolk is the Norfolk Branch of the Campaign to

Protect Rural England.   Our aim is to promote the beauty,

tranquillity and diversity of rural Norfolk by encouraging the

sustainable use of land and other natural resources in town

and country.   Set up in 1933, we are one of the longest-

running environmental charities in the county.  We have over

1,500 members and supporters, made up of individuals,

families, parish councils, local businesses and other

conservation groups.

Support us

We are supported and funded solely by people who care

about the Norfolk countryside.  We depend on membership,

donations and legacies to run our campaigns.  If you would

like to make a donation, become a member or would like

further information about remembering CPRE Norfolk in your

Will, please contact Katy Jones, Membership and Events

Manager.  Your generosity will help us protect the Norfolk

countryside for future generations. CPRE Norfolk is a

registered charity, no. 210706 and is registered for Gift Aid.

Work with us

CPRE Norfolk is a voluntary organisation, with almost all our

activities carried out by volunteers and supporters.

Opportunities to get involved range from litter picking, event

management, research, graphics design, trusteeships and

planning.  Current opportunities and placements are posted

regularly on our website and if you would like to discuss

them further, please contact the Branch Office.

Win with us 

All CPRE Norfolk members are eligible to enter the 100 Club,

a fundraising venture that works on the basis of a lottery.

For £12 annually, members can choose a number and enter

into two prize draws in June and December.  The lottery is

fully licensed and prizes range from £20 to £50.   The

winners of the December 2011 draw were G & A Peck (£50),

Mr & Mrs Pilkington and Mr M Walton, (winning £25) and Mrs

M Scrivenor Buckell, Mr J Davies, Mr & Mrs Le Surf, Mr T R E

Cook and Mr & Mrs M & V Palmer who each won £20.  If you

are a CPRE member and would like to take part in the 100

Club, please contact the Branch Office for a form.  The

numbers available are: 2, 24, 43, 44, 52, 53, 65, 68, 74, 78,

80, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86 and you can own more than one

number!

Contact us

CPRE Norfolk

86 St. Benedict’s Street, Norwich, NR2 4AB.

Tel: 01603 761660

info@cprenorfolk.org.uk

www.cprenorfolk.org.uk

Planning Help

Every year, through its network of local committees and

planning caseworkers, CPRE Norfolk responds to hundreds of

planning applications and gives informal planning guidance

to individuals and local councils across the county.

Although we are not able to personally follow up every case,

we are always ready to hear about local planning and

countryside issues, which inform our wider work.  Contact

our office to be put in touch with someone in your area.

CPRE also has an excellent Resources website for advice on

all aspects of the planning system -

www.cpre.org.uk/resources/housing-and-planning including

an 8-step guide, ‘How to Respond to Planning Applications’.

Website - www.cprenorfolk.org.uk

The CPRE Norfolk website has sections on all aspects of our

campaigning work.  You will find copies of our latest

planning responses; back issues of this newsletter; details of

Norfolk’s greenest buildings; information on CPRE Norfolk

Award-winning projects from around the county and

biographies of the people running the charity.  Log on to the

site at www.cprenorfolk.org.uk and find out more about

events near you, current volunteering opportunities, our

history, and more…

Norfolk Voice

Please note that opinions expressed in Norfolk Voice are those

of individual contributors or of the Editor and do not

necessarily represent the views of CPRE Norfolk.  Norfolk Voice

is designed by Roger Askham and is printed by Anglia Print

Ltd on 100% recycled paper using vegetable based inks.

Pass it on…

Please pass on this copy of Norfolk Voice to a friend or

colleague, or take it to your local doctors, dentists or library,

to help spread the word about CPRE.

Local Giving

There is a now an easier way to donate to CPRE Norfolk, by

using the national localgiving.com website.  Visit

www.localgiving.com/charity/cprenorfolk for more

information and to help protect our Norfolk landscapes.

Picture: Will Askham



I hate saying “I told you so”, but in my last Chairman’s

View I suggested that the government had better tread

carefully over its proposed changes to the planning

system for fear of the reaction these might provoke

among its very own supporters, let alone the rest of the

population. Right on cue – this government is proving

to be nothing if not predictable – recent months have

seen a virtual re-run of the fiasco over the proposed

forestry sell-off earlier this year. This time the

brouhaha is over the National Planning Policy

Framework (NPPF), which ministers are claiming is

essential to provide new housing and generate

economic growth. The NPPF would see more than 1,000

pages of planning guidelines cut to just 52, with a

presumption in favour of development so long as it is

“sustainable”. The vague definitions and lax wording

smack of either incompetence or wilful obfuscation,

neither of which is very encouraging to see at

governmental level. 

After initially heaping ridicule and vilification on those

with the temerity to challenge the concept and

wording of the NPPF, the government was forced to

take a more conciliatory tack when it realized what

outrage and alarm was building in the hitherto faithful

Tory heartland. A good example is Surrey’s Waverley

Council, as blue as blue can be, with 56 Tory members

out of a total councillor complement of 57, but which

labelled the NPPF a “developers’ charter”. With over 50

Tory-controlled councils estimated to have expressed

their opposition to the changes and Coalition

backbenchers reeling under pressure from their

constituency parties, there are signs that sense may

prevail and a rethink is not out of the question.

Along with the National Trust, CPRE was at the forefront

of the opposition to the NPPF and made a full reponse

at the consultation stage. We await the government’s

reply to the 10,000-plus responses that were made, but

meanwhile beleaguered planning minister Greg Clark is

now saying that “appropriate transitional

arrangements” will be put in place before the NPPF

comes into operation. All this begs the question: how

on earth did the government not see this coming? Griff

Rhys Jones hit the nail on the head when he said that

the legislation is so badly framed that it will lead to

developers “dotting the countryside with rancheros.” Of

course people were going to get upset. Anyone

tempted to believe that relaxing the planning laws

leads to greater economic prosperity without disastrous

consequences for the countryside should perhaps visit

Ireland. A similar policy has seen the Irish landscape

festooned with unsympathetic development, especially

around fine cities like Galway, which now sits

enmeshed in a spaghetti of ribbon development.

Meanwhile, much of the boom-time housing is sitting

empty and derelict, as the Irish economy continues to

falter. Take heed, Mr Cameron. 

James Parry

CPRE Norfolk Chairman

Jamesp@cprenorfolk.org.uk
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A record 24 properties featured in

this year’s Green Buildings Open

Days, offering a diverse mix of new

build eco-homes, retro-fitted older

buildings, community halls, offices,

holiday cottages, a smallholding

and a Girlguiding residential centre.

Collectively they demonstrated how

businesses and homeowners can

make eco-friendly improvements to

their existing buildings, or

incorporate them into ones they

have planned for the future;

improvements from basic energy-

saving measures such as insulation,

draughtproofing, secondary glazing

and rainwater collection, through to

the installation of energy-creating

solar panels, heat pumps, wood

burners and micro-turbines.  Over

900 tours took place over the four

days of September, demonstrating

yet again, that there is a thirst for

this firsthand, independent advice.  

A Collective and Effective

Volunteer Effort

With so many properties involved in

the Open Days this year, the

contribution from the owners was

more remarkable than ever.  All the

owners taking part in the Open

Days do so voluntarily, and put

time and effort into not just the

tours themselves, but also the

preparation beforehand, ‘mugging

up’ on facts and figures about their

property that the visitors are likely

to want to know. CPRE Norfolk has

always valued their contribution,

together with that of the Open Days

Co-ordinator Roger Askham, who

has been involved with the Open

Days since they started in 2007.

This year their contribution was

also recognised nationally, by

winning The Marsh Award for the

Benefit of Rural England.

The Award Scheme, administered

by the Marsh Christian Trust with

CPRE, aims to ‘recognise the

achievements of those who strive to

make our world a better place

through volunteering or academic

excellence.’ The judges awarded

CPRE Norfolk’s Green Buildings

team the prize this year in

recognition of the innovative nature

of the scheme and its

overwhelming impact.   

The award came with a cheque for

£1,000 to support the charity’s

campaigns, and was presented to

Roger Askham by Charles

Micklewright, Trustee of the The

Marsh Christian Trust at the Open

Days briefing session in September.  

CPRE Norfolk volunteer David

Kemp’s effective efforts to reduce

the litter in our county was also

recognised this year by the Marsh

Christian Trust. He achieved the

runner-up prize for the Individual

category of the Award and was

presented with his framed

certificate and a cheque for £250

by the CPRE president Bill Bryson at

the national AGM in London in July.

Charles Micklewright of the Marsh Christian

Trust presents the Award for volunteering to

Roger Askham 
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Green Buildings Open Days 2011

Visitors to David Butler’s Dairy Barn at Saxthorpe learn how he created a natural swimming

pond.          Picture: Terry Stanford



Keep your fingers crossed for cold,

clear, winter nights at the end of

January, to give the best possible

results for CPRE’s Star Count Week

2012.  This follows on from last

year’s successful Star Count when

almost 2,200 people across the

country took part. Once again,

CPRE is organising the event

alongside the British Astronomical

Association’s Campaign for Dark

Skies (CfDS) and next year it will

run from Friday 20 – Friday 27

January.  

“The Star Count is very easy for

people to do,” explains CPRE’s Rural

Policy Campaigner Emma

Marrington.  “We are asking people

to count the number of stars they

can see within the Orion

constellation and then enter the

information onto an electronic form

on our website. We then plan to use

the results to produce a Star Count

map of the country, which will

illustrate how light pollution levels

are affecting people’s views of the

night sky. This information will be

useful as we work with Defra to

address the problems caused by

light pollution.”

David Hook, CPRE Norfolk’s Light

Pollution Campaign Co-ordinator

also encourages Norfolk stargazers

to take part saying, “We have some

fantastic dark skies and dark

landscapes in parts of our county,

but these areas are under threat

from excessive and badly-lit

developments.  This star count will

help us show that light pollution is

a real and growing problem in

Norfolk.”

How to do the Star Count

1. People can do their Star Count on

any day of the week, but preferably

on one where there is no haze so

you have the best chance of seeing

the stars. It will be sufficiently dark

from 7pm. 

2. Count stars within the

constellation of Orion, which will be

visible in the southern sky (the

same direction that household

satellite dishes face). The main area

of the constellation is bounded by

four bright stars. The star count

should not include these four

corner stars – only those within this

rectangular boundary – but do

include the stars in the middle

known as Orion's three-star belt.

3. Make a count of the number of

stars that can be seen with the

naked eye (not with telescopes) and

then enter your count onto the

electronic survey form at:

www.cpre.org.uk/starcount. 
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Count your lucky stars

The Constellation of Orion, 

but how many stars can you count?

CPRE Norfolk Membership &
Events Manager Katy Jones
reflects on 5 years of the Open
Days

“When the Open Days started in 2007,

there was a limited amount of

information about green buildings and

eco-technologies, and owners of our

Open Days properties were seen as

pioneers, doing what were then quite

radical things to make their buildings

more environmentally friendly.  The

information and advice they gave to

visitors during the Open Days was not

easily available elsewhere.  

Since then there has been a surge in

awareness about the importance of

saving energy - either for ecological or

financial reasons - and with it,

numerous sources of information from

independent or commercial

organisations.  But paradoxically this

has brought with it its own problems.

People are finding it harder to

distinguish between real facts and

‘greenwash’ and this makes the

independent, impartial advice,

provided by the Open Days as valuable

as ever.

We also know it works in encouraging

people to take action on greening

their own homes.  Research on the

Open Days has shown that as a direct

result of the information and advice

available at the event, 83 per cent of

attendees have made practical

changes to their homes, resulting in

reduced fuel bills and reduced carbon

emissions.

The Open Days event has been a great

success for CPRE Norfolk, raising

awareness of the need for

sustainability in our buildings and has

brought CPRE Norfolk and its

campaigns to a wider audience.  We

are now looking at funding options to

enable the Open Days to continue in

2012 and beyond. “
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Is this the future for the Norfolk

countryside?

THE LOCALISM ACT

In brief, the planning and

regeneration provisions under the

Act: 

• provide for Neighbourhood Plans,

which would be approved if they

received 50% of the votes cast in

a referendum

• provide for Neighbourhood

Development Orders to allow

communities to approve

development, without requiring

normal planning consent

• abolish Regional Spatial

Strategies, which provided

planning frameworks for the

regions of England

• amend the Community

Infrastructure Levy, which allows

councils to charge developers to

pay for infrastructure

• abolish the Infrastructure

Planning Commission. In future

the Secretary of State will take

the final decision on major

infrastructure proposals

Neighbourhood Plans: The

concept of Neighbourhood

Planning sounds promising but

CPRE is wary.  The Localism Bill

promises new rights for local

communities to influence

development planning in their

areas, including a Community

Right to Buy and a Community

Right to Build.  But if the draft

national planning policies are

unchanged, local communities will

have little room for manoeuvre. For

example, parish and town councils

will be able to create

Neighbourhood Development Plans

- but they will not be able to say

‘no’ to existing excessive housing

allocations.

Our response: CPRE Norfolk is

working in partnership with the

National Association of Local

Councils (NALC) to run three days

of free planning workshops in

March 2012.  (See bottom right)   

Local Enterprise Partnerships

(LEPs): These business/public

sector partnerships have been

formed in the wake of the abolition

of Regional Development Agencies,

to drive the economy in areas such

as planning, housing, local

transport and transition to a low

carbon economy. CPRE has raised

concerns over the lack of

environmental, social or

community expertise on LEP

Boards which could lead to

environmental impacts of

proposals being ignored.   The New

Anglia board, for example,

overwhelmingly comprises

representatives from local councils

and the private sector.  

Our response: CPRE Norfolk has

contacted New Anglia inviting

them to respond to the criticisms

made in the national report.

Community Infrastructure Levy

(CIL): CIL allows local authorities

to charge a tariff, at a locally set

rate, on new development. The

money is then used to pay for

infrastructure required as a result

of the development. A proportion of

the CIL collected in the GNDP area

for example, could be allocated

towards the proposed Norwich

Northern Distributor Road and

Long Stratton bypass. The final CIL

schedule is due to be adopted by

summer 2012.

Countryside in danger from planning shake up

The biggest shake-up in the planning system for over 50 years is on the horizon after The Localism

Bill received Royal Assent in November and with the draft National Planning Policy Framework set to

be ratified early in 2012.  CPRE is concerned that the two pieces of legislation will potentially cause

unprecedented threats to the countryside and has been campaigning hard, locally and nationally, to

minimise their impact. The proposed changes are complex and far-reaching but Caroline Davison,

CPRE Norfolk’s new Planning and Campaigns Manager gets to the core of the proposals, their

potential consequences and how CPRE is responding.
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Our response: CPRE Norfolk has

pointed out that although ‘the

developer pays’ principle is right, the

amount of new infrastructure

required to serve the excessive

housing allocations under the Joint

Core Strategy will itself increase

suburbanisation of the countryside.

We also expressed concern over the

proposed levy system, based on an

urban rate set at almost double the

rural rate, which is likely to

encourage developers to build in

rural areas. We asked for incentives

to be put in place that encourage

brownfield sites located within

existing development boundaries to

be developed first. 

NATIONAL PLANNING

POLICY FRAMEWORK

Elements of the Localism Act

promise a greater influence on

planning for local communities, but

the proposed National Planning

Policy Framework (NPPF) threatens

to undermine this possibility with its

strong emphasis on economic

growth at the expense of

environmental and social concerns.

For example:

Default ‘yes’: The NPPF introduces

the concept of a default ‘yes’ to

proposals unless they can be shown

to be unsustainable. The

responsibility for proving this will

now fall squarely on the shoulders of

local people. This will be made more

difficult by the lack of a clear

definition of ‘sustainable

development’, and the significant

weight consistently given within the

policies to economic factors over any

others. 

‘Brownfield first’ dropped: The

NPPF drops the idea of ‘brownfield

first’ for development proposals, even

though national research has shown

that the supply of brownfield land is

growing faster than it is being used.

The draft framework also expects

local authorities to identify an extra

20% of housing land on top of what

has already been agreed in local

plans. CPRE Norfolk has been arguing

strongly that the current housing

targets for the county are already too

high. Adding 20%, together with the

relaxation of the ‘brownfield first’

policy, and the lack of protection for

undesignated countryside within the

NPPF, will put even more pressure on

greenfield sites in the county’s rural

communities.

Our response: The national office of

CPRE together with the National

Trust ran a very high profile national

campaign against these aspects of

the draft Framework. 

For further information about these

proposals and to read the full

response from CPRE, visit the CPRE

website www.cpre.org.uk/resources

PLANNING NEWS

Planning Support for

Parish Councils

With parish councils playing an

ever-increasing role in planning

and development in their area, the

role of the parish councillor is

becoming correspondingly more

important in shaping how our

villages and market towns will look

in years to come.  Despite this,

many parish councillors are lay

people, with little or no formal

planning background, and the

support they get from CPRE in

helping them understand the

complexities of the planning

system is one of the main reasons

they join as members.  

Such an example of this is the

recent Planning Seminar in

October, organised by CPRE

Norfolk’s West Norfolk District in

King’s Lynn.  The seminar,

attended by over 50 parish and

town councilors, was led by

planning consultant Adrian Parker,

who covered an extensive range of

current planning hot topics,

including the proposed changes to

the National Planning Policy

Framework, the Localism Bill, Local

Planning and issues around

Coastal Planning.

Organiser Rosemary Bryan said

“The planning system can be a

difficult subject but Adrian Parker's

presentation was very clear and

understandable.  Certainly the

audience was very attentive

throughout and I am pleased we

were able to help and inform parish

councils through this event.”

CPRE Norfolk is also working in

partnership with the Norfolk

Association of Local Councils

(NorfolkALC) to run three days of

free planning workshops in early

2012: Neighbourhood Planning –

how we can make it work. These

are open to anyone interested in

influencing planning policy in their

local area. Each day will provide an

expert planner on hand to explain

how to get involved in community

planning, plus representatives from

local communities who have

already experienced

neighbourhood planning. There will

be ample time for sharing ideas

and experiences and asking

questions. 

Neighbourhood Planning – how
we can make it work 
• Swaffham Assembly Rooms,

Wednesday 29 February, 10am-

3pm

• Aylsham Town Hall, Wednesday 7

March, 10am-3pm

• Poringland Community Centre,

Tuesday 13 March, 10am-3pm

Light lunch and refreshments are

provided. Please contact

carolined@cprenorfolk.org.uk or Tel:

01603 761660 to book your free

place.
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Dealing with utility companies is

not something most people would

choose to do.  With their telephone

queuing systems and labyrinthine

departments, contacting these

huge, faceless organisations is not

for the faint-hearted.  

But for a group of New Buckenham

residents, negotiating with

electricity and telephone

companies has become the norm in

their efforts to reduce the number

of cables, wires, posts and poles

that detract from the beauty of

their conservation status village.

The project, the collective effort of

individuals, the New Buckenham

Society and the Parish Council,

aims to replace existing overhead

wires with underground cables;

persuading, encouraging and

working with electricity and

telephone companies to do so. 

“Although there are benefits for the

utility companies in putting cables

underground, particularly in the

case of overhead electricity cables

which can be prone to wind

damage and lightning strikes, it is

often not a simple process,”

explains Jackie Perfitt of UK Power

Networks. “There

may be legal

issues over rights

of way and

access, requiring

easements and

wayleaves, or

there may be

physical

complications depending on where

the telephone or electricity wires

enter individual properties.”   But

the main stumbling block is, as

always, money.  

Replacing overhead cables with

underground ones is expensive, so

utility companies will only bury

them voluntarily when there is a

financial or practical reason for

doing so, for example, when

existing poles or wires become

hazardous, or maintenance is

difficult because of access issues.

They will not normally replace

them for amenity reasons only.    

So how do the residents of New

Buckenham make it happen, when

so much is against them?  First

they identify which posts and poles

are due for replacement as part of

the utility companies’ on-going

maintenance and improvement

schemes.   In the case of electricity

companies, for example, poles due

for replacement are marked with a

red metal tag stamped with the

letter D (for decayed).   The group

then contact the connections or

engineering department of the

relevant utility company and

discusses whether instead of

replacing the poles, the cables

could be buried instead.    

If the companies are willing in

principle but object for practical or

financial reasons, the group works

with the company to overcome

these hurdles, perhaps by

undertaking and paying for some of

the ground preparation work, or

obtaining the necessary approvals

from the affected residents. It is a

method which has proved

successful in a number of areas in

their village, notably in Marsh Lane

where the removal of telephone

cables to some historic cottages

and almshouses has made a

dramatic visual improvement to the

streetscape. 

So what is the main advice that

they would give other parish

councils or amenity groups who

wish to undertake a similar project?

“Be patient,” says Pete. “These

things can sometimes take years to

negotiate and it can be frustrating

when you don’t feel things are

progressing, or when there are

opportunities that have been

missed.  But sometimes there are

unexpected

successes.  Just

this week a group

of contractors

arrived to bury a

cable on our main

street in New

Buckenham.  We

didn’t know it was

going to happen,

but we are sure it

was a result of our

regular

discussions with

them.” So pester

power does work –

even if it takes

many years to do

so.

NORFOLK NEWS

Going Underground

Now you see

them, now you

don’t.  

The remarkable

improvement in

the streetscape of

New Buckenham

after the overhead

wires and cables

were removed
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CPRE Norfolk is giving its backing to a

funding bid to help conserve some of

the most iconic landscapes in Norfolk.

James Parry, CPRE Norfolk Chairman,

explains why this unique area needs

extra protection.  

“The Brecks has historically been

regarded as a largely empty

wasteland of little use to farmers and

famed largely for its flint mining and

rabbit warrens. Even today, for many

people it is simply an area they peer

at through their car windows as they

head along the A11.   Yet the Brecks

are undoubtedly special. They may

not be as chocolate box-like as the

Cotswolds, but the landscapes are

every bit as distinctive and

interesting.  For flora and fauna the

Brecks are certainly second to none.

A UEA study last year recorded an

extraordinary 12,500 different species

in the area, with 28 per cent of the

UK’s rare species found there.“

Whilst this natural history interest has

prompted various protective

designations, the area’s unique social

and cultural history has been largely

neglected, although steps on this

front are being taken by local history

and conservation group the Breckland

Society.  In recent years the Society

has implemented projects to survey

the area’s vernacular architecture and

trace the history of the once lucrative

commercial rabbit warrens. Both

projects won CPRE Norfolk Awards.   

The landscape partnership bid –

which could bring up to £2 million to

the area via a whole range of projects

– represents a real opportunity to

engage people in the conservation of

the Brecks environment.   Project

manager Anne Mason says, “A

landscape partnership will be an

excellent means of cementing a sense

of Brecks identity. It will also

encourage residents and visitors alike

to get involved in protecting and

enjoying one of the great unsung

landscapes of England.”

Applications are through a two-round

process, with a development phase,

and can take up to two years. Seeking

the views of those who live and work

in the Brecks at the initial planning

stage is vitally important. CPRE

members are invited to complete the

questionnaire at

www.cprenorfolk.org.uk

NORFOLK NEWS

Landscape Partnership bid underway for the Brecks

Lord Melchett offers a new future for food and farming

A revolution in the way that food is

produced and consumed is on the

horizon; a revolution that will be as

radical as that caused by the

Industrial Revolution or the Act of

Enclosure, according to organic farmer

and Policy Director of the Soil

Association, Lord Peter Melchett.  

Lord Melchett, who farms 890 acres at

Courtyard Farm in North Norfolk was

speaking at the CPRE West Norfolk

district annual lunch in November.

During his talk he gave his own

perspective on some of the problems

we are facing and how food and

farming could adapt to the changes.

“The problems of diet-related ill-health

are growing the world over, not just in

the US and Europe, but also in China

and India which are increasingly

adopting Western food habits.  We are

also facing the prospect of finite

resources, particularly the increasing

scarcity of water, but also shortages of

the nitrogen and phosphates on which

many modern farming practices rely.”

The UK’s own historically poor food

culture is being directly addressed by

the Soil Association, which is

spearheading a national Food for Life

campaign in schools, transforming

school meals and giving children a

better understanding of where their

food comes from.  Organic farming is

understandably part of Lord Melchett’s

solution, which avoids the reliance on

fertilisers and assists the fixing of

carbon into the soil, naturally reducing

CO2 in the atmosphere.  

Monoculture in farming was also

criticised by Lord Melchett and he

warned of the dangers of ‘stripped

back’ agriculture, which has led “to the

decline in diversity of crops, diversity

in the scale of farms, decreases in

biodiversity and in the decline in

numbers of agricultural workers.” But

despite the sombre tenor of his talk,

Lord Melchett concluded by

encouraging those present “not to lose

vision and the sense of excitement

and wonder about the countryside.”
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AWARDS AND PRIZES

Now in their 32nd year, the CPRE

Norfolk Awards continue to highlight

the very best restoration, landscape,

education and architectural projects

in the county.  This year 18 projects

were given Awards: 

• The Restoration of Cavick House,
Wymondham; a comprehensive,

extensive and painstaking

restoration of a neglected Grade I

Queen Anne house and ha-ha.    

• The Restoration of The Vineries,
Holkham; the last phase of a 12 year

project to restore the Grade I listed

Victorian vineries at Holkham Hall,

demonstrating exceptionally high

levels of craftsmanship.

• The Restoration and Conversion of

The Old Coach House, Yaxham; a

modern conversion of an underused

building to provide an airy, open plan

family home.

• The Restoration and Conversion of

Seabank Cottage, Cley-next-the-
Sea; a creative restoration of a

dilapidated home, with an emphasis

placed on the use of reclaimed

materials.

• The Restoration of and Extension to

Friary Cottage, Burnham Norton;
sensitive improvements to a

neglected Grade II listed building,

using traditional local materials.

• The Restoration of The Maltings,

Oulton; the conversion of a

redundant, Grade II listed cart shed

on the National Trust estate at

Blickling into an eco-friendly modern

office.

• The Restoration of St Michael's & All
Angels' Church, Reepham; a project

to improve the interior spaces of a

medieval church, making them more

suitable for modern use, whilst

ensuring that the historic fabric of

the building was respected.

• The Development of Gardens and

Playgrounds at Thurton CE Primary
School; a design heavily influenced

by the school’s pupils to enhance

their outdoor environment, whilst

referencing the local landscape.

• Reepham College; a modern 6th

form centre designed with the

specific aim of encouraging

attainment through the creation of

inspiring surroundings.  The new

building features high quality

acoustic performance, highest

practical levels of natural lighting

and low energy use. 

• The Haven, Horning; a landmark

building, located on a prominent

position on the River Bure at Horning,

and which maximises the use of

renewable technologies and low

energy design.

• Curve House, Edgefield; a

contemporary home situated in the

Norfolk countryside, built with

sympathetic use of Norfolk

materials.

• Lakeside, Brundall Gardens; a

striking new home set in landscaped

gardens. The gardens surround a

large lake which formed part of an

historic arboretum.

• The Improvements to Burrfeld Park,
Tasburgh; a community project

which has transformed a scruffy and

underused piece of land into an area

for village use and as a wildlife

habitat. 

• Swaefas’ Swale Community
Orchard, Swaffham; a community

project to create an orchard on

neglected land and which has

involved over 100 volunteers.

• The Renovation of Plumstead Pond

and Surrounding Area; the

transformation of a neglected pond

to provide a haven for wildlife and a

village amenity.

CPRE Norfolk will be inviting

applications for the 2012 Awards in

the New Year.  If you know of, or are

involved in, a project that you think

deserves recognition for its

contribution to and enhancement of

the Norfolk countryside, please

contact Katy Jones at

katyj@cprenorfolk.org.uk, or telephone

01603 761660.

CPRE Norfolk Awards 2011

Children at Thurlton CE Primary School, enjoying their new

grounds

The striking design of The Haven, Horning, inspired by the Norfolk

landscape. Credit: Richard Osbourne
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AWARDS AND PRIZES

Pride in Norfolk Awards

CPRE also recognises the

achievements of villages and

communities through its long-

standing association with the EDP

Pride in Norfolk Awards, and is

specifically connected with the

Village with under 1,000

Population, and the Green Spaces

categories.  

It has been a double celebration for

the village of Thurlton in South

Norfolk this year.  After Thurlton CE

Primary School was one of the

winners of this year’s CPRE Norfolk

Awards, (see left) the village itself

won the Under 1,000 Population

category in the Pride in Norfolk

Awards.  The village, despite its size,

has a thriving, vibrant community

with a sense of cohesion. Nine new

affordable homes have allowed

young families to stay in the village

and a recent exchange scheme has

seen six young people meet up in

Catalonia with their counterparts

from Spain, Slovenia and Latvia.

The village is looking to strengthen

the viability of the village shop by

forming a community shop and

planned to launch a community

cinema in October.  Runner up in

this category was the village of

Shotesham.

North Creake took the award for the

CPRE Norfolk Community Green

Space of the Year.  The village has

five green spaces and has a

dedicated band of enthusiastic

volunteers to care for them. It has a

large playing field for village

activities, whilst North Creake

Abbey has two greens and well-kept

grounds. At the edge of the village

is the clay pit with a flourishing

clay pigeon shooting club and the

parish church has a well kept

churchyard.  The runner up in this

category was Billingford, near

Dereham.

New Photography

Competition for Norfolk

Schoolchildren Launched

Entries have been received for the

inaugural Nicolas Corbin Memorial

Prize, a new photography

competition for Norfolk

schoolchildren launched by CPRE

Norfolk this autumn.   The

competition, which aims to help

raise awareness, understanding and

appreciation of our county’s

beautiful and varied countryside, is

jointly run by the branch and

Norfolk County Council, with

photographic company Wex

Photographic (formerly Warehouse

Express) donating generous prizes

for the winners.   It is named in

honour of Nicolas de Bazile Corbin,

a former Trustee of CPRE Norfolk.

“Nicolas Corbin was one of the

founders of the Norfolk branch of

CPRE in the 1930s and a leading

voice in the protection and

conservation of the county’s

countryside for over 70 years until

his death in 2009,” explains CPRE

Norfolk Chairman James Parry. “His

appreciation of the Norfolk

countryside started at a very early

age and we know that children

today similarly enjoy, are

stimulated by, and find beauty in

the diverse and special landscapes

that characterise our county.  This

competition will give children the

opportunity to express this for

themselves.”

The theme for the inaugural year of

the competition was “My Special

Landscape” and, with the deadline

for this year’s entries recently

passing, a judging panel will now

shortlist winners, in readiness for

final judging to take place in the

New Year. A prize-giving ceremony

will be held at the Norfolk Show in

June 2012.
Nicolas Corbin, who has given his name to

the new photographic competition.

The exceptionally well-kept grounds of North Creake Abbey 
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Two new faces

Two new members of staff have joined

CPRE Norfolk in recent months

following the departure of Finance &

Admin Officer Dinah Berry and

Director James Frost.  Dinah is now

training to be a Speech and Language

Therapist but has kindly agreed to

continue running our fundraising 100

Club as a volunteer.  James Frost is

also making a career change to

become a singer songwriter, whilst

undertaking freelance project

management consultancy for

environmental organisations. James

joined CPRE Norfolk in 2003 as part of

a National Office scheme to develop

the small county branches and this he

undoubtedly did, implementing new

campaigns, recruiting volunteers,

looking at new fundraising strategies

and improving the day-today structure

and administration of the branch

office.  

Caroline Davison (left) has joined CPRE

Norfolk in the newly created post of

Planning and Campaigns Manager.

Caroline is a former conservation

officer with Norfolk County Council

and a writer, and has been a judge for

the CPRE Norfolk Awards for the past 3

years.  Caroline’s working hours are

Monday and Thursday, 9-5 and she

can be contacted on

carolined@cprenorfolk.org.uk

Liz Edwards (right) is CPRE Norfolk’s

new Finance & Admin Officer.  Liz has

had many years experience in public

relations and marketing, as well as in

running her own business.  She

volunteers regularly for St Edmunds

Society in Norwich.   Liz will be in the

CPRE office on Monday, Tuesday and

Thursday mornings and can be

contacted at lize@cprenorfolk.org.uk

“Whilst the departure of James and

Dinah was a sad day for CPRE Norfolk,

it has given us an opportunity to

reconfigure our staffing to reflect the

needs and financial position of the

charity,” says Chairman James Parry.

“We are delighted to appoint Caroline

to the new post of Planning and

Campaigns Manager, which will enable

us to focus on and react to the

proposed changes to the planning

system, whilst developing new

campaigns such as improving public

access to the countryside.  Liz

meanwhile is bringing a fresh pair of

eyes to the admin and finance side of

things whilst also capably taking on

the rebranding of the charity.”

One new look

Members may have noticed the

change in look of CPRE Norfolk, in

line with the new national CPRE

brand.  The new visual identity will

improve the way we present ourselves

to existing members and supporters

and also to other potential audiences

who may not yet be familiar with

CPRE and our work. 

James Parry, CPRE Norfolk Chairman

explained why it was felt a change in

logo was necessary. “I know many of

our members were fond of the old

tree logo, but research showed that it

did not fully demonstrate to a wider

audience what CPRE does, or stands

for.  When there are so many charities

and organisations fighting to be

heard and competing for attention, it

is important that CPRE has a clear

and strong identity to support our

campaigning and fundraising

activities.”

Together with the changes in brand

and visual identity, there are also

changes to the membership structure

of CPRE, with new members being

encouraged to pay monthly by direct

debit, rather than a fixed sum

annually.  “Paying by direct debit is

much simpler, and costs significantly

less to process, so your membership

subscription goes much further. We

would all prefer the money we give to

charities to go to frontline activities,

rather than behind the scenes admin,

and paying by direct debit is one

simple way to make that happen,”

explains Membership & Events

Manager Katy Jones.
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CPRE Norfolk, 86 St. Benedict’s Street, Norwich, NR2 4AB. Telephone 01603 761660

New Faces and a New Look for CPRE Norfolk
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